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SUMMARY

The emergence of recombinant viruses is a threat to public health, as recombina-
tion may integrate variant-specific features that together result in escape from
treatment or immunity. The selective advantages of recombinant SARS-CoV-2
isolates over their parental lineages remain unknown. We identified a Delta-
Omicron (AY.45-BA.1) recombinant in an immunosuppressed transplant recipient
treated with monoclonal antibody Sotrovimab. The single recombination break-
point is located in the spike N-terminal domain adjacent to the Sotrovimab bind-
ing site. While Delta and BA.1 are sensitive to Sotrovimab neutralization, the
Delta-Omicron recombinant is highly resistant. To our knowledge, this is the first
described instance of recombination between circulating SARS-CoV-2 variants as
a functional mechanism of resistance to treatment and immune escape.

INTRODUCTION

In individuals infected with more than one viral variant, template switching during viral RNA synthesis can

lead to RNA recombination, resulting in mosaic viruses.1 As known from influenza and HIV, recombination

can accelerate viral adaptive evolution.2,3 Recombination events have been recorded in seasonal corona-

viruses and MERS-CoV, and are discussed as cause for the initial zoonotic spillover of SARS-CoV-2.4 Within

the first year of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, there was little evidence of recombination, similar to the short-

lived SARS-CoV-1 epidemic.5 Since then, high case numbers and the co-circulation of variants have

increased the likelihood of coinfections6,7 and the opportunity for inter-variant recombination.6,8–13

Recombination may result in viruses that have increased transmissibility or evade the host immune

response or antiviral treatment. However, causal links between recombination and functional selective ad-

vantages have not yet been described for SARS-CoV-2.

Omicron has caused an ongoing global wave beginning in November 2021, which overlapped with Delta

for several weeks.14 In New York City (NYC), Omicron arrived when the only circulating variant was Delta

and its sublineages.15 Delta-Omicron recombinants were identified in Europe and the U.S.6,8,12 In these re-

combinants, genome break points frequently occurred in the N-terminal domain (NTD) of spike, resulting

in hybrid genomes where non-structural ORF1a/b genes are from Delta and C-terminal spike regions,

including the receptor-binding domain (RBD) from Omicron. Data on the functional consequences of

recombination are scarce. Two studies using pseudotyped virus neutralization or recombinant spike infec-

tious reporter assays suggested that a Delta-Omicron recombinant was comparable to BA.1 with regards

to resistance to convalescent or vaccine-induced antibodies.16,17 The sensitivity to monoclonal antibodies

(mAbs) was not tested, though mAbs is key in the treatment of immunocompromised patients, who are a

prominent source for the development of new mutations or variants.18–21 Overall, there is a lack of data on

which underlying conditions and treatment pressures favor the selection of recombinant SARS-CoV-2 over

their parental lineages. Here, we report a Delta-Omicron recombinant, detected in an immunosuppressed,

unvaccinated COVID-19 patient who was treated with Sotrovimab, a leading therapeutic monoclonal anti-

body (mAb) against the BA.1 Omicron lineage. We show that, whereas Delta and BA.1 are sensitive, the

recombinant virus is resistant to neutralization by Sotrovimab. To our knowledge, this is the first report

of a recombinant SARS-CoV-2 spike conferring escape from a therapeutic mAb regimen.
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RESULTS

An immunosuppressed transplant recipient with two COVID-19 episodes, treated with

Sotrovimab

Amale in his late twenties had end-stage renal disease due to hypertensive nephrosclerosis and received a

deceased donor kidney transplant in June 2021. He was unvaccinated against COVID-19. His immunosup-

pressive regimen consisted of thymoglobulin induction at transplant and tacrolimus, prednisone, and

mycophenolate mofetil as maintenance (Table 1). First COVID-19 episode: In late December 2021, he

developed cough and fever and tested positive for COVID-19 by rapid antigen test on the same day.

No PCR test was done. He received an infusion of Sotrovimab 500 mg two days after the onset of symptoms

which resolved the next day, and he did not require hospitalization at this time. Second COVID-19 episode:

In the middle of February 2022, he presented with a fever of up to 102�F, chills, body aches, and severe fa-

tigue for one day, prompting hospitalization. He had no cough, shortness of breath, or chest pain. A chest

X-ray showed left-sided basilar opacities. A CT scan of the chest showed patchy airspace opacities with

consolidation in the left lower lobe consistent with pneumonia. A respiratory viral pathogen panel multi-

plex PCR on a nasopharyngeal swab specimen was positive for SARS-CoV-2 (Ct 26.4). He received empiric

antibiotics for a presumed bacterial superinfection for seven days, and his immunosuppressive regimen

was modified by halving the dose of mycophenolate. Tacrolimus and prednisone were continued at previ-

ous doses. The patient became afebrile two days into hospitalization and was discharged two days later. He

did not receive antiviral medications during or after hospitalization. No further RT-PCR test was done and

no hypoxia was observed (Table 1).
Identification of a recombinant virus composed of Delta AY.45 and Omicron BA.1 sequences

Genomic analysis of the SARS-CoV-2-positive nasopharyngeal swab specimen from the patient’s second

COVID-19 episode in late February 2022 revealed an unusual SARS-CoV-2 sequence, based on its outlier

Omicron BA.1 placement in a global phylogenetic tree and its high number of mutations (Figures 1A and

1B). No lineage was assigned by Pangolin,22 and further inspection of each individual mutation and com-

parison with the mutations from different lineages revealed that the entire ORF1ab genomic region and

50region of the spike gene up to position 22,035 contained Delta-specific mutations most similar to Delta

sublineage AY.45 and lacked Omicron-specific mutations. The remainder of the genome, specifically after

position 22,193 contained Omicron BA.1-specific mutations and had no Delta-specific mutations, indica-

tive of a Delta-Omicron recombinant with a single breakpoint in spike NTD (Figure 1A). Phylogenetic an-

alyses of the separate subregions confirmed the relatedness of the 50 and -30 segments with Delta (AY.45)

and Omicron (BA.1) clades, respectively (Figure 1B). Nine multi-method sequencing runs on nasopharyn-

geal swab and cultured virus specimens, including xGen amplicon sequencing, metagenomics, Ion

AmpliSeq Insight, and in vitro virus growth with ARTIC sequencing confirmed the identity of a Delta-

Omicron recombinant (Table S1). The sequence was deposited in GISAID: EPI_ISL_10792641, flagged as

a recombinant.
Phylogeographic origin of the Delta AY.45 infection lies in New York

While phylogenetic inference was not reliably feasible for BA.1 due to the large number of infections in

conjunction with a low number of mutations, a maximum clade credibility (phylogenetic) tree using

>1000 Delta AY.45 genomes and the Delta piece of the recombinant (Figure S2) revealed a monophyletic

clade consisting entirely of United States AY.45 genomes including the recombinant (100% posterior sup-

port) as a descendant of a South African ancestral AY.45 backbone. The Markov jump trajectory plot (Fig-

ure 1C) supports an ancestral origin in South Africa and points to an introduction from South Africa into

New York State between June and July 2021. The lineage associated with the recombinant genome was

circulating in New York for >100 days before the positive COVID-19 test in December 2021, suggesting

that infection with AY.45 occurred in New York. The phylogeographic reconstruction further shows that

all US infections within this AY.45 clade originated from New York.
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Cytopathic effect of the recombinant is characteristic of Delta and Omicron

Cytopathic effects (CPE) of the in vitro-grown recombinant virus were first observed at 48 hpi on VeroE6/

TMPRSS2 cells, with minor cell rounding in small areas of the monolayer, progressing to widespread cell

rounding, detachment, debris, and cell death by 96 hpi (Figure S1), consistent with Omicron. However,

affected cells appeared larger and more prominent in the CPE produced by the recombinant virus, and

cell detachment was more advanced. As with Omicron, syncytia formation was not apparent in the
2 iScience 26, 106075, February 17, 2023
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical features of the patient infected with the Delta-Omicron recombinant SARS-CoV-

2 virus

Demographics

Age range 25–29

Sex Male

Clinical features

COVID-19 vaccination status Unvaccinated

Immune status Immunosuppressed

Comorbidities Hypertension,

End-stage renal disease (ESRD) due to hypertensive nephrosclerosis

Deceased donor kidney transplant recipient in 2021

Immunosuppression at baseline Induction (at transplant): Thymoglobulin

Maintenance immunosuppression Tacrolimus 2 mg q AM/3 mg q PM, prednisone

5 mg daily, mycophenolate mofetil 1000 mg q12h

COVID-19 clinical course

1) December 2021 COVID-19 positive by rapid antigen test (no PCR done)

Cough and fever

Not hospitalized

Received Sotrovimab 500 mg infusion once

Symptoms resolved the next day

2) February 2022 Fever (up to 102�F), chills, body aches, and fatigue for 4 days

Hospitalized

No cough, shortness of breath, hypoxia, or

chest pain. Not on supplemental oxygen

Chest X-ray: right basilar opacities

Chest CT: left lower lobe pneumonia

Tests for potential pathogens Respiratory viral pathogen panel multiplex PCR

positive for SARS-CoV-2 (Ct 26.4)

Negative for blood cultures, Legionella and Streptococcus

pneumoniae urinary antigens, serum cryptococcal antigen,

beta-D- glucan, and Aspergillus galactomannan.

Sputum culture was not performed due to lack

of a good quality specimen.

Treatment No antivirals given

Antibiotics for 7 days (2 days Piperacillin-tazobactam +

vancomycin, then 2 days piperacillin-tazobactam +

azithromycin, then 3 days Levofloxacin)

Immunosuppression reduced by halving mycophenolate dose,

and maintaining the doses of tacrolimus and prednisone

Outcome Afebrile after 2 days of antibiotic treatment

Discharged after 4 days
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recombinant virus cultures. Overall, the recombinant virus-induced CPE was more similar to those seen

with Omicron than Delta (Figure 1D). By 96 hpi (Ct 13.5), viral production had increased more than 5

log10 from the 24h timepoint in the culture supernatant (Table S2).
The recombinant breakpoint is adjacent to the quaternary Sotrovimab epitope in spike

Since recombination occurred in the carboxy-terminal portion of spike NTD (bp 22035-22193) (Figure 1A),

most of the NTD is composed of Delta sequence, while RBD and the C-terminal regions are Omicron (Fig-

ure 2). During the first symptomatic COVID-19 episode in December 2021, the patient was treated with
iScience 26, 106075, February 17, 2023 3
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Figure 1. Identification of a Delta (AY.45)-Omicron (BA.1) recombinant virus with traces to New York and cytopathic effects

(A) Full genome mutations of the Delta-Omicron recombinant in comparison with Delta AY.45 and Omicron BA.1 consensus (con) sequences. In the

schematic of the Delta and Omicron portions, all non-synonymous mutations are listed and shown in teal (Delta), orange (Omicron), or gray (not Delta or

Omicron).

(B) Maximum likelihood phylogenies of 1557 global SARS-CoV-2 sequences based on a New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut-focused subsampling. The

recombinant is shown in black. The phylogenetic analysis was done using the recombinant’s full genome (left) and Delta or Omicron parts only (middle and

right). Concentrical rings indicate the number of mutations compared to Wuhan-Hu-1 (root).

(C) Markov jump trajectory plot depicting the ancestral location history of the AY.45 segment of the recombinant sequence. Each individual trajectory

corresponds to the Markov jumps in a single tree from the posterior distribution of 1,800 trees (Figure S2B). Horizontal lines represent the timemaintained at

an ancestral location and vertical lines represent a Markov jump between two locations. The first SARS-CoV-2 positive test of the patient is indicated in black.

(D) Cytopathic effects observed in various lineages of SARS-CoV-2 on VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cells. Images were taken with an EVOS M5000 inverted microscope

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA); 10X magnification. (see also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S1 and S2).
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Sotrovimab, a class 3 anti-spike RBDmAb with broad antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2, including Delta

and BA.1.23–26 The spike binding epitope for Sotrovimab involves the N-terminus of RBD, and, in a 3D struc-

tural model, the Fab moiety engages the space between RBD and the neighboring NTD (Figure 2). The re-

combinant virus sequence harbors one atypical spikemutation (E340D) not related to Delta or Omicron and

rarely found in global SARS-CoV-2 sequences, with a frequency of less than 3 3 10�5.14,27 Interestingly,

E340 is in the middle of the Sotrovimab-binding epitope and is the primary site of resistance to Sotrovi-

mab.23,28,29 E340D is a conservative replacement without a change in charge, in contrast to the more abun-

dant resistance mutations E340 A/K,23,28 yet we show that E340D can confer resistance (Figures 3, 4, and 5).

Delta-Omicron recombinant exhibits enhanced Sotrovimab resistance compared to Delta and

BA.1

Delta viruses are sensitive tomost therapeutic anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies, including all 11mAbs and cock-

tails we tested, whereas BA.1 is resistant to most of them (8/11; Figure 3A). Among the few mAbs that re-

tained activity against BA.1 are LY-CoV1404 and the cocktail AZD8895 + AZD1061 (Evusheld) as well as

the class 3 anti-RBD mAb VIR-7831 (Sotrovimab), the latter binding RBD outside the ACE2 binding site, in

contrast to the more frequent class 1 and 2 mAbs.26 Notably, while Delta and Omicron BA.1 are sensitive

to Sotrovimab, the Delta-Omicron recombinant was resistant, in assays using pseudotyped (>433 increase

in IC50 over BA.1) and infectious virus (>93 increase in IC50 over BA.1) (Figures 3A–3C, Table S3). TheDelta-

Omicron recombinant was resistant to 10/11 tested mAbs, comparable to Omicron BA.2, and only the

cocktail LY-CoV1404 retained activity (Figure 3A). In addition to the differential resistance to Sotrovimab,

the recombinant exhibited enhanced resistance to AZD8895 + AZD1061 (Evusheld) in pseudotyped virus

assays, and also AZD1061 (Cilgavimab) alone in infectious virus assays when compared to BA.1. Both Sotro-

vimab and Cilgavimab belong to class III nAbs with overlapping RBD binding epitopes.30 Because this

particular Delta-Omicron recombinant carries an unusual E340D mutation in the Sotrovimab epitope at a

site that has been linked with Sotrovimab resistance (E340 A/K),28 we compared the impact of E340D on So-

trovimab neutralization with other mutations that were recorded upon Sotrovimab treatment/resistance

(Figure 4A). While E340 A/V and P337L conferred complete Sotrovimab resistance in D614G pseudotyped

virus (IC50 > 50,000 ng/mL), the impact of E340D impact was lower (IC50 = 15,265 ng/mL) but substantial

(243 IC50 increase) and comparable to E340K (263 IC50 increase). All five mutations interfered with Sotro-

vimab neutralization exclusively but not with any of the other 10 mAbs tested (Figure 4A).

To deconvolute the specific contributions of E340D and the recombination event itself in conferring Sotro-

vimab resistance, we performed site-directed mutagenesis in the recombinant and BA.1 pseudotyped vi-

ruses (Figure 4B). E340D in the BA.1 background conferred Sotrovimab resistance, as shown before for

D614G. To test the effect of Delta-Omicron recombination in the absence of E340D, we reverted 340D

to 340E in the chimeric spike. Notably, the D340E revertant pseudotyped virus retained resistance to So-

trovimab (IC50 > 50,000 ng/mL) with a minor increase in sensitivity compared to the original (D340) version

(1.83 change from 371,602 to 206,603 ng/mL). Thus, we conclude that the recombination of Delta and

Omicron spike was sufficient to confer resistance to Sotrovimab and that E340D marginally enhanced

the resistance phenotype (Figure 4B).

Resistance of Delta-Omicron virus to polyclonal antibody responses and clinical impact of

E340X and P337L mutations

The Delta-Omicron recombinant was resistant to naturally and vaccine-induced anti-SARS-CoV-2 neutral-

izing antibodies (nAbs) to a level comparable with that of BA.1 or BA.2 (Figure 5A, Table S4). The
iScience 26, 106075, February 17, 2023 5



Figure 2. Breakpoint region of the Delta-Omicron recombinant is adjacent to the Sotrovimab (S309) binding epitope in spike

Trimer spike structure of the Delta-Omicron recombinant in the open, one RBD-up conformation with one Sotrovimab Fabmolecule bound to the RBD in up-

position. Sotrovimab is a slightly refined, engineered version of its precursor S309 that has been used in the structures shown here. The spike portions are

shown as ribbons and the Sotrovimab epitopes as spheres. One spike protomer is shown in gray; the other two protomers are colored according to the

legend. Lower right: schematic of the location of the Delta (teal) and Omicron (orange) spike portions as well as the recombinant breakpoint region (black)

including the mutations related to Delta (teal, facing up) or Omicron (orange, facing down). The mutation E340D, which is not related to Delta or Omicron, is

highlighted in pink. The recombinant spike structure is a homology model of the recombinant spike based on pdb: 7TO4 (1 RBD-up Omicron spike trimer).

The S309 (Sotrovimab) molecule was added by structural overlay of a S309-bound spike co-structure in 1 RBD-up position (pdb: 7TM0). FP: fusion peptide,

NTD: N-terminal domain, RBD: receptor-binding domain, SP: signal peptide, TM: transmembrane domain.
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neutralization sensitivity of the recombinant remained low (IC50 < 600 serum dilution) even in COVID-19-

experienced individuals 1 month after the vaccine boost, compared to IC50s > 10,000 with Delta or D614G

viruses. In boosted individuals, the recombinant had 2.53 (COVID-19-naı̈ve) and 1.93 (COVID-19-experi-

enced) lower IC50 values compared to BA.1, suggesting a slightly enhanced resistant phenotype. Immune

responses induced 1-month post-second vaccine dose were significantly reduced against the D614G virus

carrying E340 A/V/D or P337L but not E340K (Figure 5B). This finding suggests that Sotrovimab-like nAbs

are present in vaccinee sera and that Sotrovimab resistance mutations have an impact on vaccine-induced

polyclonal nAb responses.

DISCUSSION

Drivers for recombinant variant selection have remained obscure, and functionally distinctive features of

SARS-CoV-2 recombinants are poorly understood. Here, we show for the first time that recombination be-

tween two variants can functionally contribute to neutralization resistance (Figure 3). These results highlight

recombination as a mechanism for SARS-CoV-2 immune escape irrespective of specific resistance muta-

tions. In contrast to other recombinants reported so far,6,8,12,31 we describe a SARS-CoV-2 recombinant

detected in an immunosuppressed transplant recipient after mAb treatment (Figures 1A and 1B). Imm-

unocompromised patients are an important source of new variants due to prolonged viral replication/evo-

lution, particularly under selective pressure by mAb treatment.18–21 The identified Delta-Omicron
6 iScience 26, 106075, February 17, 2023
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Figure 3. Delta and Omicron (BA.1) are sensitive to Sotrovimab, but Delta-Omicron is resistant

(A) Neutralization of viruses with D614G, Delta, Omicron, and Delta-Omicron spike proteins by monoclonal antibodies

(mAbs) Regeneron REGN10933 (Casirivamab), REGN10987 (Imdevimab), the REGN-COV-2 cocktail (Casirivimab +

Imdevimab), LY-CoV555 (Bamlanivimab), LY-CoV016 (Etesevimab), the LY-CoV555+LY-CoV016 combination, LY-

CoV1404 (Bebtelovimab), AZD8895 (Tixagevimab), AZD1061 (Cilgavimab), the AZD8895 + AZD1061 combination

(Evusheld), and VIR-7831 (Sotrovimab). The heatmap table shows the half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) of the

therapeutic mAbs calculated using the data from the antibody neutralization curves shown above. High resistance

(IC50 > 3000 ng/mL) is highlighted in black, moderate resistance (50 ng/mL < IC50 < 3000 ng/mL) in gray, and no/low

resistance (IC50 < 50 ng/mL) shown in white background.

(B) Neutralization of infectious native Delta-Omicron virus in comparison with Delta and BA.1 by a selection of five mAbs

used in A, including Vir-7831 (Sotrovimab). Inhibition was determined in plaque reduction neutralization tests using

serially diluted mAb doses. The graphs display all data points (staggered) from two to four biological replicates with

technical duplicates (Delta-Omicron: four biological replicates). Neutralization curves are shown as non-linear regression

fits for each mAb. In the IC50 heatmap table, high resistance (IC50 > 10 mg/mL) is highlighted in black, moderate

resistance (1 mg/mL < IC50 < 10 mg/mL) in gray, and no/low resistance (IC50 < 1 mg/mL) shown in white background.

(C) Statistical comparison of IC50 values from all biological replicates in B (two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple

comparison test, **p < 0.005, ****p < 0.0001, ns: not significant). Data in A and C are shown as mean with SD. (see also

Table S3).
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recombinant was resistant to Sotrovimab, as well as other mAbs and vaccine-elicited antibodies (Figures 3,

4, and 5). In line with the latter finding, a recent study suggested a more vaccine-resistant phenotype of a

Delta-Omicron pseudotyped virus compared with D614G and BA.316 but therapeutic mAbs were not

tested. Another report using a spike reporter assay indicated that Delta-Omicron recombinants have

similar resistance to natural infection or COVID-19 vaccine-induced nAbs as BA.1, but less pronounced

as the BA.4/5 subvariants.17

Our neutralization data further showed that both the recombination event in spike NTD and the RBD mu-

tation E340D added up to a combined resistance phenotype (Figure 4). It is plausible that the Sotrovimab

treatment selected for the recombinant and/or its E340D mutation, and recombination and E340D co-

evolved reinforcing each other. High-resolution structures will be needed to determine whether recombi-

nation altered the conformation/accessibility of the Sotrovimab epitope, thus rendering the virus resistant

to Sotrovimab. Our titration experiments suggest that E340D confers partial Sotrovimab escape compara-

ble to E340K when tested against the D614G background virus. E340D, located in the center of the Sotro-

vimab binding epitope in RBD, is extremely rare and neither related to a specific lineage nor community

spread and might thus be an indicator of exerted Sotrovimab immune pressure. Besides mAbs (Sotrovi-

mab), E340D confers resistance to vaccine or infection-induced polyclonal nAbs (Figures 4A and 5B) and

thus needs to be considered an immune escape mutation.

Since Delta had disappeared from circulation by February 2022 in the NYCmetro area, we suspect that the

patient became co-infected with Delta and Omicron in December 2021 during his first COVID-19 episode,

when Delta and Omicron were at �10% and 90% prevalence in New York, respectively. Alternatively, since

the patient was tested by rapid antigen test only during the first COVID-19 episode when there was no RNA

available for sequencing, it is possible that the participant became infected with the recombinant from an

undefined source. Phylogenetically related BA.1 and AY.45 sequences (Figure 1C) were highly prevalent in

New York at this time, which renders a regional Delta and Omicron co-infection and recombination event

more likely than the introduction of an unknown recombinant from an undefined source. Delta-Omicron

recombinants remained rare without rampant community transmissions, possibly because of their selective

advantage preferentially against mAbs compared to polyclonal antibodies (Figures 3 and 5A). Such re-

combinants might thus be more common and alarming in high-risk/immunocompromised patients treated

with therapeutic mAbs. Therefore, genomic surveillance of immunocompromised individuals remains a pri-

ority. This case stresses the importance of functional testing of emerging variants to identify new mecha-

nisms and pathways of immune escape that might involve functional resistance based on recombination.

Limitations of the study

No nasopharyngeal swab was available upon the primary SARS-CoV-2 infection of the patient, detected by

rapid test in December 2021, and thus a detailed reconstruction of the recombination even was not

possible. Since the recombinant was the only virus detected in the February 2022 specimen in the absence

of parental Delta or Omicron lineages, we can only speculate whether the recombinant was generated after

Delta and Omicron co-infection in December 2021 with a subsequent escape from and selection against
8 iScience 26, 106075, February 17, 2023
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Figure 4. Delta-Omicron is resistant to Sotrovimab, irrespective of the E340D mutation in RBD

(A) Neutralization of D614G (backbone) and P337L, E340A, E340D, E340K, and E340V point-mutated spike protein-pseudotyped viruses by the same set of

mAbs as in Figure 3A. Experiments in Figures 3A and 4A were conducted simultaneously with D614G virus as a reference.

(B) Neutralization of D614G (E340), BA.1 (E340), E340D point-mutated BA.1, Delta-Omicron (D340), and D340E point-mutated Delta-Omicron spike protein-

pseudotyped viruses by VIR-7831 (Sotrovimab). The tables show the half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) of the therapeutic mAbs calculated using

the data from the antibody neutralization curves shown above and to the left, respectively. High resistance (IC50 > 3000 ng/mL) is highlighted in black,

moderate resistance (50 ng/mL < IC50 < 3000 ng/mL) in gray, and no/low resistance (IC50 < 50 ng/mL) shown in white background. Data points in A and B are

shown as mean with SD. (see also Table S3).
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Sotrovimab, possibly supported by other selection/replication advantages. Further studies to examine the

replicative and competitive fitness between the recombinant and its parental Delta and Omicron lineages

could elucidate some of these speculations. Although other Delta-Omicron recombinants have been re-

ported, they remained on a low level, and the current recombinant has not been detected in other patients.
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Figure 5. Resistance of the Delta-Omicron recombinant and P337L or E340X-mutated viruses to vaccine-elicited

polyclonal antibodies

(A) Neutralizing antibody titers of participants with or without previous history of SARS-CoV-2 infection and/or vaccination

were measured using pseudotyped viruses with D614G, Delta, Omicron, and Delta-Omicron spike. Sera were collected

from study participants pre-vaccination, 1-month post-second vaccination with Pfizer BNT162b2, and 1-month post-

boost (third vaccination). Study participants were without previous SARS-CoV-2 infection (unexperienced) (left) (n = 9) or

previously infected (experienced) (right) (n = 7). COVID-19 history was determined by symptoms and a PCR-positive test

or serology. Equivalent amounts of D614G, Delta, Omicron, and Delta-Omicron spike protein-pseudotyped viruses were

mixed with a 2-fold serial dilution of donor serum and then applied to ACE2.293T cells. Luciferase activity was measured

two days post-infection. Each serum dilution was measured in triplicate and the experiment was done twice with similar

results. Half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) are shown for one representative experiment. Mean values for each

group are shown above the bar.

(B) Neutralizing antibody titers of sera from COVID-19 unexperienced individuals (n = 5) collected 1 month after second

vaccination against D614G (as a backbone) and P337L, E340A, E340D, E340K, and E340V point mutated spike protein-

pseudotyped viruses. Statistical significance was calculated by two-sided testing. (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple

comparison test, *p% 0.05, ***p% 0.001, ****p% 0.0001, ns: not significant). Bars are shown as mean with SD. (see also

Tables S3 and S4).
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Casirivimab Regeneron Pharmaceuticals N/A

Imdevimab Regeneron Pharmaceuticals N/A

Casirivimab + Imdevimab cocktail Regeneron Pharmaceuticals N/A

Bamlanivimab Discarded vials, NYU Langone Health N/A

Etesevimab Discarded vials, NYU Langone Health N/A

Bamlanivimab + Etesevimab cocktail Discarded vials, NYU Langone Health N/A

Bebtelovimab Discarded vials, NYU Langone Health N/A

Tixagevimab Discarded vials, NYU Langone Health N/A

Cilgavimab Discarded vials, NYU Langone Health N/A

Tixagevimab + Cilgavimab cocktail Discarded vials, NYU Langone Health N/A

Sotrovimab Discarded vials, NYU Langone Health N/A

Bacterial and virus strains

Infectious SARS-CoV-2 Delta-Omicron This study N/A

Infectious SARS-CoV-2 Delta This study N/A

Infectious SARS-CoV-2 BA.1 This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 SD614G pseudotyped reporter virus Tada et al.32 N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S Delta pseudotyped reporter virus Tada et al.33 N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S BA.1 pseudotyped reporter virus Tada et al.34 N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S BA.2 pseudotyped reporter virus Zhou et al.35 N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S Delta-Omicron

pseudotyped reporter virus

This paper N/A

Biological samples

Sera from individuals vaccinated with

BNT162b2. See Table S4

NYU Vaccine Center with

written consent under Institutional

Review Board approval

Deidentified, IRB 20-00595

and IRB 18-02037

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Polyethyleneimine Polysciences Cat# 23966-1

Luciferase substrate NanoLight Technology Cat# 325-50

Critical commercial assays

GIBCO ExpiFectamine Transfection Kits Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A29130

Nano-Glo� Luciferase Assay System Promega Cat# N1120

Deposited data

Full genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2

Delta-Omicron recombinant virus

GISAID EPI_ISL_10792641

xGen and shotgun deep sequencing data

(raw fastq files; NYU). See Table S1

NCBI SRA PRJNA915368

AmpliSeq, harvest and 24h–96h in vitro

culture deep sequencing data (raw fastq

files; NY State DOH). See Table S1

NCBI SRA PRJNA915368

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Experimental models: Cell lines

VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cells JCRB Cell Bank JCRB1819

293T cells ATTC CRL-3216�

ACE2.293T cells Tada et al.32 N/A

Oligonucleotides

Primers. See Table S3 This study IDT

Recombinant DNA

HIV-1 Gag/Pol expression vector pMDL Tada et al.32 N/A

HIV-1 Rev expression vector pRSV.Rev Tada et al.32 N/A

Lentiviral reporter vector pLenti.GFP-NLuc Tada et al.32 N/A

Synthesized cDNA fragment, SARS-CoV-2

Delta-Omicron recombinant spike. See Table S3

This study GenScript

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S D614G spike plasmid Tada et al.32 N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S D614G spike P337L plasmid This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S D614G spike E340A plasmid This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S D614G spike E340D plasmid This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S D614G spike E340K plasmid This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S D614G spike E340V plasmid This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S Delta spike plasmid Tada et al.33 N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S BA.1 spike plasmid Tada et al.34 N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S BA.2 spike plasmid Zhou et al.35 N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S Delta-Omicron spike plasmid This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S BA.1 spike E340D plasmid This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 D19 S Delta-Omicron spike D340E plasmid This study N/A

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism 8.0e GraphPad Prism Software, Inc. N/A

IQ-TREE v2.2.0 IQ-TREE N/A

BEAST v1.10.5 BEAST N/A

Nextstrain CLI v6.0.0 Nextstrain N/A

Nextclade v1.14 Nextclade N/A

Swiss-Model Swiss-Model N/A

UCSF ChimeraX 1.3 UCSF Chimera N/A

BioRender BioRender N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the lead contact, Ralf

Duerr (Ralf.Duerr@nyulangone.org).
Materials availability

� The in vitro-propagated infectious Delta-Omicron virus can be made available on request after

completion of a Materials Transfer Agreement and proof of BSL3 certification from Kirsten St.

George (kirsten.st.george@health.ny.gov).

� Pseudotyped virus plasmids encoding the recombinant spike or spike mutants can be made avail-

able on request after completion of a Materials Transfer Agreement from Nathaniel R. Landau

(Nathaniel.Landau@nyulangone.org).
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Data and code availability

d The sequence of the Delta-Omicron recombinant virus was deposited in GISAID: EPI_ISL_10792641.

d The raw fastq files of xGen and shotgun deep sequencing (NYU, see Table S1), and AmpliSeq and ARTIC

deep sequencing (NY State DOH, see Table S1) were deposited in NCBI SRA: PRJNA915368.

d All other data are available in the main text or supplemental information, or can be made available from

the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Study approval

This study was approved by the NYULH Institutional Review Board, protocol numbers i21-00493, i21-00561,

i20-00595, and i18-02037 (NYU Langone Vaccine Center). Virus was sequenced and isolated from one study

subject, a male in his late twenties.
Cells and media for infectious virus culture

VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cells, a modified VeroE6 cell line expressing the transmembrane serine protease,

TMPRSS2,36 were used for virus isolation, obtained from the Japanese Collection of Research Bioresources

(JCRB Cell Bank) cell number JCRB1819, through Sekisui Xenotech, LLC (Kansas City, KS), agreement #

A2000230. Cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with so-

dium bicarbonate and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, all fromMillipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO), as well as 1mg/

1mL geneticin G418 (Gibco). VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cells were seeded three days prior to infection, to reach 85–

90% confluency. Infected monolayers were checked daily for cytopathic effect (CPE), and 110 mL of super-

natant was removed at 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours post-infection (hpi) for further analysis. At 96 hpi, cells and

supernatant were harvested together.
Virus isolation and culture

VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cells were seeded in T25 flasks with 5 mL cell suspension (1.5 3 105 cells/mL), three days

prior to infection, to reach 85–90% confluency. Before inoculation, 300 mL of specimen were combined with

300 mL penicillin/streptomycin (pen/strep, 10 units/mL Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 150 mL of nystatin

(1 mg/mL; Millipore Sigma), and 250 mL of gelatin-Tris-Hanks (GTH). The cell monolayer was infected

with the processed specimen, adsorbed 1.5 h at 37�C with 5% CO2, then overlaid with 5 mL viral growth

medium as described above, except FBS was reduced to 2%. In accordance with NY State DOH safety pol-

icy, the SARS-CoV-2 inoculations were performed at biosafety level 2 (BSL-2) but all subsequent incuba-

tions, culture samplings and harvesting were performed at biosafety level 3 (BSL-3). Infected monolayers

were checked daily for cytopathic effect (CPE), and 110 mL of supernatant were removed at 24, 48, 72,

and 96 hours post-infection (hpi) and immediately placed in NucliSENS lysis buffer for further analysis.

At 96 hpi, cells and supernatant were harvested together, and 110uL of the harvest was also lysed for further

analysis. All samples were extracted and tested by real-time RT-PCR to confirm viral growth.
Plasmids and SARS-CoV-2 spike lentiviral pseudotypes

The SARS-CoV-2 Delta, BA.1, and BA.2-spike were previously generated.33–35 The Delta-like N-terminal

domain of the SARS-CoV-2 Delta-Omicron recombinant spike was chemically synthesized as a short frag-

ment (Genscript Biotech Corporation, Piscataway, New Jersey, USA). The N-terminal fragment was ampli-

fied with a forward primer containing a Kpn-I site and a reverse primer containing an inner Omicron BA.1

sequence. This fragment was fused with another fragment which encodes RBD and C-terminal parts of Om-

icron BA.1 spike including an Xho-I site by overlapping PCR. 19 amino acids at the spike C-terminus, a

reported endoplasmic reticulum retention sequence, were deleted (D19).37 The full Delta-Omicron recom-

binant spike was cloned into the Kpn-I and Xho-I sites of pcDNA6 (Invitrogen). Point mutations were intro-

duced by overlap extension PCR. All spike expression vectors encode a termination codon that deletes the

carboxy-terminal 19 amino acids (D19).32 HIV-1 Gag/Pol expression vector pMDL and HIV-1 Rev expression

vector pRSV.Rev have been previously described.32
16 iScience 26, 106075, February 17, 2023
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SARS-CoV-2 variant spike pseudotyped lentivirus stocks were produced by cotransfection of 293T cells with

pMDL, pLenti.GFP-NLuc, pcCoV2.S-D19 (or variants thereof) and pRSV.Rev as previously described.32 Real-

time PCR reverse transcriptase activity was used to measure the lentivirus stocks and normalize them.38

Human sera and monoclonal antibodies

Sera from individuals vaccinated at NYULHwith BNT162b2 were collected through the NYU Vaccine Center

with written consent under Institutional review Board (IRB) approval and were deidentified. Casirivimab, Im-

devimab, and the cocktail Casirivimab + Imdevimab were provided by Regeneron Pharmaceuticals. Bam-

lanivimab, Etesevimab, the cocktail Bamlanivimab + Etesevimab, Bebtelovimab, Tixagevimab, Cilgavimab,

the cocktail Tixagevimab + Cilgavimab, and Sotrovimab were obtained from discarded vials.

Cells for pseudotyped virus neutralization

293T cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal

bovine serum (FBS) and penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) at 37�C in 5% CO2. Stable ACE2.293T cell line were

cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and penicillin/streptomycin (P/S)

and 1 mg/mL puromycin, as previously described.32

METHOD DETAILS

SARS-CoV-2 sequencing and bioinformatic analysis

SARS-CoV-2 full-genome sequencing was performed in two independent laboratories using four different

approaches to confirm the identity of the recombinant and to exclude artifacts (e.g. by mixed reads) as

reason for the detection of recombinant sequences. The methods included xGen Amplicon39 and metage-

nomics sequencing (NYU), as well as AmpliSeq Insight and ARTIC Amplicon sequencing (NY State DOH).

IDT xGen amplicon and metagenomics approach (NYU)

Genomic surveillance was carried out as described previously,39 using an amplicon-based library prep

method. The web-basedNextclade v1.1440 and Auspice v2.36 phylogenomic visualization features of Next-

strain14 were used to examine viral genome clade assignment and mutation calling. For metagenomics, a

shotgun library from total RNA extracted from the nasal swab was generated using the Illumina Stranded

Total RNA prep Ligation with Ribo-Zero Plus. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina Nova Seq 6000,

150 PE, dual index.

Sequencing reads were demultiplexed using the Illumina bcl2fastq2 Conversion Software v2.20 and

adapters and low-quality bases were trimmed with Trimmomatic v0.36.41 BWA v0.7.1742 was utilized for

mapping reads to the SARS-CoV-2 reference genome (NC_045512.2, wuhCor1) and duplicate reads

were removed using Sambamba v0.6.8.43 GATK v3.8 DepthOfCoverage and HaplotypeCaller tools44

were used to determine on-target viral coverage and call mutations.

Ion AmpliSeq Insight and ARTIC amplicon-based approach (NY state DOH)

Total nucleic acid was extracted from the primary clinical specimen and samples of cultured isolate using

the bioMerieux NucliSens easyMAG platform (bioMerieux Inc, Durham, NC), using 110 mL of sample. Real-

time RT-PCR was performed on the original primary specimen, as well as the cultured isolate, using theNew

York SARS-CoV-2 Real-Time Reverse Transcriptase (RT)-PCR Diagnostic Panel, according to the protocol

indicated in the Instructions for Use.45 Library preparation was performed on RNA from primary specimen

with an Ion Chef and sequencing with an Ion S5 XL, using the Ion AmpliSeq SARS-CoV-2 Insight Research

Assay (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The assay was performed with 27 cycles and a 4-min

extension time. Library preparation was performed on RNA from the cultured isolates using a modified

ARTIC protocol with ARTIC V4 primers, as previously described.46 Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina

NextSeq instrument.

Consensus genomes were generated as previously described46 with the ncov2019-artic-nf pipeline (https://

github.com/connor-lab/ncov2019-artic-nf). Mutations were identified with Nextclade (https://clades.

nextstrain.org/) and lineage assignment was performed with Pangolin v3.1.19 (pangoLearn 2022-01-22)22

for both consensus genomes, which identified the first part of the recombinant genome as AY.45, i.e., a

sublineage of the Delta variant of concern (VOC), and the second part as Omicron BA.1. Additionally,

we used Usher (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgPhyloPlace) to place consensus genomes in a global
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SARS-CoV-2 phylogenetic tree to identify closest relatives. Lineage composition of the sequencing li-

braries was determined by Freyja (https://github.com/andersen-lab/Freyja) to evaluate the possibility of

a mixed infection.

Combined multi-method SARS-CoV-2 sequencing approach

The full-genome SARS-CoV-2 sequence was initially determined by xGen amplicon sequencing of the

nasopharyngeal swab. The original swab was then re-extracted, re-sequenced, and processed in the

same manner, which revealed the same 50 Delta and 30 Omicron-specific mutations with a breakpoint be-

tween 22,035-22,193 bp in the near full-length high-quality sequence (Table S1). No mixed bases were

observed, suggesting that this was not a co-infection or technical artifact. For further confirmation, we pre-

pared and sequenced libraries from the same sample using a ribodepletion shotgun metagenomics

approach. GATK variant detection revealed a 100% concordance between mutations called with both

the amplicon and independent shotgun metagenomics approach. The metagenomics approach yielded

a single additional Omicron-specific change at the beginning of the Omicron-like portion of the genome,

i.e., a 9 bp insertion at position 22,204 (spike 214EPE). The specimen was also separately extracted and

sequenced by AmpliSeq Insight at a second site, NY State Department of Health (DOH) at Wadsworth,

further confirming the sequencing results. Additionally, the virus was grown (NY State DOH) in VeroE6/

TMPRSS2 cells and the progeny sequenced using another amplicon-based method, ARTIC V4, producing

a fourth confirmation of the recombinant identity. Delta and Omicron-derived mutations were supported

by 99–100% of the reads, consistent with the presence of a single recombinant. ARTIC sequencing

confirmed the spike 214EPE insertion. Table S1 summarizes all mutations detected by nine multi-method

sequencing runs on different specimens.
Mutation analysis

Highlighter analyses were performed on MAFFT-aligned SARS-CoV-2 full-genome sequences using the

Highlighter tool provided by the Los Alamos HIV sequence database47 against Wuhan-Hu-1 as master.

Delta AY.45 and Omicron BA.1 consensus sequences were used for comparison. They were generated

with the EMBOSS cons tool (50% consensus threshold)48 using complete, high-coverage AY.45 and BA.1

sequences from North-America sampled between June and December 2021 and downloaded from

GISAID.49
Phylogenetic analysis

Phylogenetic analyses were done using the Nextstrain CLI package WSL on Windows.14 As input, we used

the full genome sequence of the recombinant virus (hCoV-19/USA/NY-NYULH6045/2022) and a North-

America-focused global dataset until the end of February 2022 (n = 2259), complemented with a global

Delta AY.45 dataset of complete, high-coverage sequences from November 2021 until the end of February

2022 (n = 335), all of which were downloaded (FASTA files and metadata) from GISAID.49 The trees were

constructed using a focal-contextual subsampling, focusing on sequences from the Tri-state area of

New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut (including the recombinant) and complemented with a maximum

of 1500 contextual sequences outside the Tri-state area and prioritized by proximity to the focal dataset

(total of n = 1557 sequences). Default parameters were used including the masking of the first 100 and

last 50 bp of the SARS-CoV-2 alignment and creating amaximum-likelihood IQ time-calibrated tree, rooted

to Wuhan-Hu-1.14 The phylogenetic analyses of the Delta and Omicron subregions of the recombinant

were done by masking the complementary regions (Omicron or Delta genomic regions, respectively)

and skipping the minimum length criterion.
Phylogeographic analysis

We performed Bayesian phylogeographic analysis to determine the plausible geographic origins of AY.45

and BA.1 infections. We combined the AY.45 part of the recombinant with all available high-quality (with

high coverage, low coverage excluded and with complete sampling dates) AY.45 genomes on GISAID49

until December 31st, 2021. We used Nextalign v1.11.040 to align all genomes to the reference and trimmed

the resulting alignment. Next, we estimated an unrooted maximum-likelihood phylogeny using IQ-TREE

v2.2.050 with automatedmodel selection, which determined theGTR + F + R3model as yielding the highest

fit to the data. We performed 1000 bootstrap replicates using the ultrafast bootstrap approximation

(UFBOOT) in IQ-TREE v2.2.0. Given the high bootstrap support obtained for the clade that contains the

recombinant (bootstrap R 92%), we performed a subsequent discrete phylogeographic analysis51 with
18 iScience 26, 106075, February 17, 2023
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Bayesian stochastic search variable selection (BSSVS) using BEAST v1.10.552 in combination with BEAGLE

v3.253 on a large subclade of the consensus phylogeny that consists of 1122 AY.45 genomes, by employing

an empirical tree distribution with default priors. In order to attain proper statistical mixing, we grouped

USA states that only reported a single AY.45 genome into a ‘‘USA other’’ location state and removed all

other locations with only a single AY.45 genome. We inspected convergence andmixing aspects of all rele-

vant parameters using Tracer 1.754 to ensure that their associated effective sample size (ESS) values were all

>200. After having discarded 10% of sampled posterior trees as burn-in, we constructed a maximum clade

credibility (MCC) tree using TreeAnnotator 1.10.5.52 Given the large number of available BA.1 genomes un-

til December 31st, 2021, the analysis pipeline as described for AY.45 could not be performed. We hence

used the BA.1 part of the recombinant genome and employed BLAST to consider only the closest se-

quences to the BA.1 recombinant segment. We first downloaded and aligned all BA.1 genomes collected

up to December 31st, 2021 (n = 138,350) from GISAID and removed identical sequences originating from

the same country or state in the case of sequences originating from the US. We used the resulting align-

ment of 105,176 sequences to create a local BLAST database, against which we queried the BA.1 part of

the recombinant genome with a megablast search in BLAST + v2.12.0.55 We allowed for a minimum

word size of 100 and a maximum number of 10 high scoring segment pairs per target sequence in order

to obtain as many non-overlapping local alignments. After manually checking that segments do not over-

lap, we aggregated all hits on the same target sequence and sorted by highest combined bitscore. A total

of 4,706 sequences originating from 79 different countries were tied with the highest combined bitscore.

We subsequently proceeded to align these highest scoring BA.1 genomes and obtain an unrooted

maximum-likelihood phylogeny as described for the AY.45 dataset, with IQ-TREE v2.2.0 this time selecting

the GTR + F + R2 substitution model as the optimal model choice. However, the bootstrap analysis yielded

an almost entirely unresolved phylogeny in the form of a large multifurcation (data not shown). As a result,

no subsequent phylogeographic analysis was performed.

Structural analysis

Molecular graphics and analyses were performed with UCSF ChimeraX 1.3.56 Homology models of the re-

combinant spike were generated with the protein structure homology-modelling server SWISS-MODEL.57

The template structure was chosen based on coverage, sequence similarity, Global Model Quality Estima-

tion (GMQE) and Quaternary Structure Quality Estimation (QSQE) scores, oligo state, and open/closed

state (PDB: 7TO4, 1 RBD-up Omicron spike trimer). The Fab moiety of S309 (Sotrovimab) was added to

the recombinant spike trimer model by structural overlay of an S309-bound spike co-structure in the

open (1 RBD-up) position (PDB: 7TM0) using MatchMaker with pairing of the RBDs in up position.

Infectious virus neutralization assay

Wadsworth Center plaque reduction neutralization tests (PRNTs) were performed by mixing 100 mL of low

passage, sequence-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 virus isolates containing approximately 100–180 plaque form-

ing units with 100 mL of 2-fold serially dilutedmonoclonal antibody preparations or test sera and incubating

at 37�C in 5% CO2 for one hour. Confluent Vero E6 with TMPRSS2 cells (JCRB1819, Sekusi XeonTech)

seeded in 6 well plates were inoculated with 100 mL of the virus: antibody mixtures and adsorption pro-

ceeded for one hour at 37�C in 5% CO2. A 0.6% agar overlay prepared in maintenance medium (Dulbecco’s

Modified Eagle Medium, 2% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 100 mg/mL Penicillin G, 100 U/mL Strep-

tomycin, 1 mg/mLGeneticin) was added after adsorption and the assay was incubated at 37�C in 5%CO2. A

second agar overlay containing 0.2% Neutral red was added two days post infection. The number of pla-

ques in each well was recorded after two additional days of incubation. All procedures were conducted in

biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) laboratory conditions. Viruses used include BA.1: hCoV-19/USA/NY-Wadsworth-

21103366-01/2021; Delta: hCoV-19/USA/NY-Wadsworth-2200014356-01/2021; Delta-Omicron. IC50 values

were calculated by determining the percent neutralization (relative to virus only controls) for technical du-

plicates from two to four biological replicates of each well and using non-linear regression ([inhibitor] vs.

normalized response with variable slope, GraphPad Prism).

Infectious virus plaque assay

Quantification of infectious virus during culture of the SARS-CoV-2 recombinant was performed using a

solid double overlay plaque assay method. Confluent 6-well plates, seeded with VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cells,

were inoculated with 100 ml of serially 10-fold diluted virus supernatant or harvest, in duplicate. After a

one-hour adsorption at 37�C in 5% CO2, a 3 mL overlay containing maintenance medium (DMEM +10%

FBS, 100 units/mL penicillin, 100 mg/mL streptomycin, 1 mg/mL G418) and 0.6% Oxoid agar was added
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to each well. Plates were incubated for 48 h at 37�C in 5% CO2, after which a second agar overlay was

added, containing maintenance medium +2% FBS, 0.6% agar, and 0.01% neutral red. Plates were incu-

bated an additional 24 h, and the number of plaques in each well was recorded on days three, four and

seven post-infection. Infectious titers were calculated, averaged, and expressed as log10 PFU/mL.
Pseudotyped virus neutralization assay

To measure neutralizing titer, sera or mAbs were serially diluted (2-fold for sera and 5-fold for mAbs) and

incubated for 30 min at room temperature with pseudotyped virus. The mixture was added on 1 3 104 of

ACE2.293T cells (MOI of 0.2). After 1 day of infection, medium was removed and infectivity was measured

with Nano-Glo luciferase substrate (Nanolight). Luminescence was read in an Envision 2103 microplate lu-

minometer (PerkinElmer). D614G virus (original Wuhan virus carrying the D614G spike mutation that was

selected early during the pandemic) was used as reference.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Infectious virus neutralization assay

Replicate experiments were performed in technical duplicates and analyzed using GraphPad Prism 8. An-

tibodies that did not allow the virus to reach <50% infectivity at the highest concentration tested are listed

as IC50 > 13.1 mg/mL. IC50 values were calculated by determining the percent neutralization (relative to

virus only controls) for technical duplicates from two to four biological replicates of each well and using

non-linear regression ([inhibitor] vs. normalized response with variable slope, GraphPad Prism). Statistical

comparisons of IC50 values determined in neutralization experiments with multiple biological replicates

were compared using two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,

***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001). Data are shown as the mean G standard deviation.
Pseudotyped virus neutralization assay

All experiments were performed in technical duplicates and data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism 8.

Antibodies that did not allow the virus to reach <70% infectivity at the highest concentration tested are

listed as IC50 > 50,000 ng/mL; for antibodies that reached 50–70% infectivity at the highest concentration

tested, the IC50 was extrapolated.

Statistical significance of differences between groups were determined by one-way ANOVA followed by

two-tailed, unpaired t-tests for direct comparisons (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001).

Data are shown as the mean G standard deviation.
Illustration

The graphical abstract was created with BioRender (BioRender.com) and UCSF ChimeraX 1.3.
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